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Abstract
 
The prostep ivip Association’s Cross-Discipline Lifecycle Collaboration (CDLC) working group is a community of  
manufacturers, suppliers, software vendors and process and tool experts, who are all facing the challenge of  
improving digital transparency and continuity and thus cross-discipline collaboration in the product development process.  

This document summarizes best practices for cross-discipline collaboration (processes, roles, data model, architecture) 
and recommendations of the working group for setting up federated architectures and enabling end-to-end data 
continuity and traceability.

The recommendations presented here are derived from the lessons learned from three demonstrators developed by 
Aras, PTC and Contact Software, based on an industrial change process use case and a Mars Rover dataset.

Disclaimer
 
prostep ivip Recommendations (PSI Recommendations) are recommendations that are available for anyone to use. 
Anyone using these recommendations is responsible for ensuring that they are used correctly.

This PSI Recommendation reflects prevailing state-of-the-art at the time of publication. Anyone using PSI Recommendations 
must assume responsibility for his or her actions and acts at their own risk. The prostep ivip Association and the parties 
involved in drawing up the PSI Recommendation assume no liability whatsoever.

The prostep ivip Association encourages anyone encountering an error or the possibility of an incorrect interpretation 
when using the PSI Recommendation to contact the prostep ivip Association (psi-issues@prostep.org) immediately so 
that errors can be rectified.

Copyright
 
 I.  All rights on this PSI Recommendation, in particular the copyright rights of use and sale such as the right to  

duplicate, distribute or publish this PSI Recommendation remain exclusively with the prostep ivip Association 
and its members. 

 II.  This PSI Recommendation may be duplicated and distributed unchanged, for instance for use in the context of 
creating software or services.

 III. It is not permitted to change or edit this PSI Recommendation.
 IV. A suitable notice indicating the copyright owner and the restrictions on use must always appear.
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1 Motivation 
 

Changing markets and a reduction in the number of development cycles require a more collaborative  
and integrated product development processes 

Ever-changing markets, processes and products require a change in today’s and tomorrow’s business models and 
cross-discipline collaboration. Industries need to reorient themselves and adapt their original core business to the 
new challenges. 

In the automotive industry, for example, the emergence of car sharing and "Mobility as a Service” (MaaS) means that 
the product "vehicle" becomes the product "mobility", requiring the development of systems of systems (controlling 
fleets of vehicles) and increasing the demands being made on autonomous vehicles. This, added to the existing trend 
towards increasing vehicle functionality not only when they are delivered but also during the use phase by means of 
software updates, leads to an increase in the proportion of electronics and software and its share of value in the product, 
and in the multidisciplinary complexity of the overall systems.
As this trend grows, not only in the automotive industry but also in most other industries, system architecture and 
cross-discipline collaboration (across systems engineering, mechanics, electronics, software, simulation, testing, etc.) 
becomes a key competency and lever for shortening lead times and optimizing cost, while at the same time increasing 
customer value.

Figure 1 Collaboration required in systems engineering

Rethinking the concept of putting functionality first also requires new approaches to product development. The  
technical implementation needed to provide a function requires close collaboration between different disciplines,  
each of which provides certain aspects of overall function. Key disciplines include software development, electronics, 
electrics and mechanics, which are carefully interwoven to meet the specified requirements. The multidisciplinary 
approach to systems engineering required here is not a linear process geared to the classic V-model but rather the 
networking of parallel and iterative processes.

Cross-discipline collaboration is, however, complicated by different terminologies, incompatible tools, different data 
structures, different methods, the different levels of experience of the discipline-specific specialists, different cultures 
and different ways of thinking, and this in turn results in inefficient work methods. 
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Figure 2 Established silos hinder collaboration along the V-model 

The challenge now is to break down these silos and enable a high level of collaboration and data exchange in order 
to get to grips with the increasing level of complexity in multi-disciplinary systems.
 

2 Mission of the CDLC working group 
 

Linking data and processes across disciplines is a key lever for significantly improving collaboration 

The aim of the CDLC working group is to break down silos across disciplines using collaborative methods such as 
structured enterprise change management and establishing links between the different disciplines’ data repositories. 
Its initial mission, which has been accomplished with this white paper, has been to:
 •  Define best practices for cross-discipline collaboration (processes, roles, data model, architecture)
 •  Use demonstrators to demonstrate the feasibility of the data linking/federated architecture concept 
A key point here is to link data and information across disciplines, as shown in Figure 3. Each system has sovereignty 
over the data in its domain, making it available to other systems via standardized interfaces.

Figure 3  Implementing collaboration using cross-discipline data linking

The work performed by the CDLC is based on real-life industrial use cases and requirements provided by industrial 
companies, primarily from the automotive industry.
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The following companies contributed to the work performed by the CDLC working group from 2016 to 2019. 
Industrial companies and experts provided process-specific best practices, requirements and business feedback, while  
SW vendors developed demonstrators and formalized technical recommendations.

Figure 4 Members of the CDLC working group
 

3 Use case 

An independent yet realistic Mars Rover dataset provided a relevant basis for validating  
the concepts defined within the CDLC and other prostep ivip project groups 

The open-source Mars Rover project, whose base model was published by NASA JPL on GitHub1 under the Apache 
License 2.0, has been used as the primary use case for the work performed by the CDLC. It includes data and  
instructions to build a scaled down version of a 6 wheel rover for educational purposes. A physical model of the Mars 
Rover was built by PROSTEP AG. Also, additional data (including BoM, MBSE model, CAD model and requirements) was 
created by PROSTEP AG to complete the a common data set this and other work groups at the prostep ivip Association 
committed to work with.

Using the same use case and dataset across all the working groups ensures consistency and the ability to better link 
the concepts and results of the groups.

The demonstration of data continuity by the CDLC group is based on a use case involving a change process: the range 
for the Mars Rover is to be increased by 5%. This change in requirement makes it necessary to include all the relevant 
disciplines as illustrated in Figure 5.

Figure 5 Overview of the use case and disciplines involved

1 https://github.com/nasa-jpl/open-source-rover
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4 Reference process, concepts and requirements 

Clear change and traceability management processes, as well as roles and rules, are key enablers  
for cross-discipline collaboration 

Enterprise change management (ECM) can only support cross-discipline collaboration efficiently and reliably if process 
steps, roles, objects and their links are defined, agreed upon and applied by all those involved. The following sections 
provide a summary of best practices and rules based on the experience of the CDLC working group’s members.

4.1 Reference process

Enterprise change management is one of the core cross-disciplinary coordination processes as it ensures the consistency 
of system data across technical and non-technical disciplines throughout its entire lifecycle. It is therefore used by the 
CDLC working group as the reference process for defining collaboration-related best practices and demonstrating the 
feasibility of the federated architecture.

The enterprise change management process was implemented as described in Figure 6 in order to assess and  
implement the above-mentioned Mars Rover requirement modification. This process has been divided into five phases. 
The first two phases involve impact analysis and include a rough and a more detailed assessment of the impact of the 
change by the disciplines. Assessments are made as whether the change is technically feasible, what benefits it brings, 
and what impact it has on costs and scheduling. In phase three, the changes are examined with regard to feasibility 
and practicability and either rejected or approved. In phase four, following approval of the applications, the disciplines 
prepare the corresponding change orders, which are then implemented in phase five.

Figure 6 Overview of the cross-disciplinary change process

Key factors for implementing this cross-disciplinary process are the linking of product and process data, as well as the 
change objects. This supports the impact analysis of a change as well as the coordination of the tasks involved in the 
change process. This can be implemented using centralized cross-disciplinary linked data management.

4.2  Cross-disciplinary ECM context, phases and roles

The interdisciplinarity of the ECM process is applied at system (top) level and is interlinked with other, external and 
lower level change processes as seen in Figure 7 and Figure 8. Typical levels are:
• Department/technical discipline level (e.g. SW development)
• Sub-system level (e.g. engine sub-system)
• Subsidiary, customer or supplier level
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Figure 7 Dependencies in a cross-disciplinary ECM process

The ECM process2 involves five key steps: creation, solution definition and analysis, approval, integration, and execution 
(see Figure 8), which aim for the following results:

1.  Creation: Description of the change origin and initial list of potential impacts at system level or on any other 
sub-system. Local changes that have been shown to have no potential impact outside of the change environment 
may possibly trigger ECM but do not necessarily do so.

2.  Solution(s) definition and analysis: Documentation of possible solutions to the change request (including cross- 
level integration planning) and their respective impact by all the potentially impacted departments/entities.

3.  Approval: Change approved for integration and execution by a cross-departmental review board.
4.  Integration: Solution integrated across impacted levels, final models/documentation updated and quality check 

performed.
5.  Execution: Models/documentation updates released, changes applied on the production line and/or products in 

use (retrofit)

Figure 8 ECM process level overview

The ECM process must be applied for any change request starting from the freeze of the first baseline. Companies may 
set up different process flows involving more or fewer contributors or stages to adapt the process to the severity and 
urgency of each change (e.g. fast track).

In order to manage the different stages, multiple roles are introduced that contribute to one or more phases of the 
ECM process.

ECM process owners define, update and coach teams and manage implementation of the ECM process throughout 
the whole company and with partners. They also define KPIs to be achieved by ECM managers.

2 The ECM process defined in this paper is based on prostep ivip 
members’ best practices and experiences
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Change Initiators (anyone) create the change request based on need or opportunity indicated by a team member or 
a supplier, customer or partner.

ECM Coordinators oversee driving a change request (or set of change requests) through the process. They define 
and follow up on analysis tasks assigned to the relevant departments’ experts and consolidates results for presentation 
to the review board. They define and follow up on integration and execution tasks until the change request is closed.

The Review Board is a cross-discipline committee in charge of deciding on the integration and execution of  
change requests, giving careful consideration to positive and negative impacts (technical, costs, revenue, schedule,  
strategy). It comprises representatives from all the departments involved in the program, including technical disciplines,  
procurement, testing, production, QA, customer service, etc.

ECM Managers ensure that the change is raised at the appropriate level and assigns an ECM coordinator. They oversee 
the ECM application within a given scope (e.g. project or set of projects), prepare and communicate the decisions made 
by the review board and manage the change portfolio. They also update ECM KPIs and share them so that decisions 
can be made.

The departments’ technical experts and other contributors contribute to the process by indicating the need/ 
opportunity for a change if dependency with other levels is suspected. They analyze the potential impact of the  
change on their own area and implement the approved change in the product(s) and supporting process(es),  
descriptions (documentation/models, software, etc.) and/or on the physical product (retrofit).

System Engineers play a key role in the change process as they are responsible for the technical architecture of the 
product. They serve as technical experts when it comes to identifying and analyzing potential changes (see above). They 
also provide a cross-disciplinary perspective during the review by the review board and endorse technical decisions.

The scope of the change request (CR) determines which (sub-) system/discipline levels are involved (see Figure 9).  
In case of cross-disciplinary CRs, the CR will be worked on/updated in the respective subsystems and synchronized 
with the master CR.

As the figure below shows, a change request issued at system level (master change request) can trigger sub-change 
requests at different sub-system levels depending on its potential impacts. Also, a sub-system change (e.g. involving 
the software) can trigger a master CR at system level if it might impact the system or other sub-systems. Master CRs 
triggered from sub-systems may be merged with master CRs already in progress if the impacts identified are the same.

Impact analysis can take place at top and sub-system level. Results must be consolidated at system level and provide 
the input needed for the implementation decision at this level. The necessary implementation actions are then laun-
ched at system and sub-systems levels by means of system and sub-system change orders (master and sub-COs). 

Figure 9 Cross-disciplinary dependencies in the ECM process
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4 REFERENCE PROCESS, CONCEPTS AND REQUIREMENTS 

4.3 Use case

The flow-chart shown in Figure 10 describes the sequence of detailed steps in creation, analysis, approval, integration 
and execution that the change request, which involves the 5% increase in range requirement, triggers across the  
different technical disciplines, sales and manufacturing.

Figure 10 Rover range extension ECM use case
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4.4 Requirements

To enable collaboration and data continuity across multiple disciplines and provide efficient support for the ECM  
process, data management solutions and their interconnection must meet the following requirements. 

These can be grouped into data linking, monitoring, visualization and traceability requirements as shown in Table 1.

 ID DESCRIPTION DATA-
LINKING

MONI-
TORING

VISUALI-
SATION

TRACE-
ABILITY

REQ-1 Create a master CR/CO from a sub-CR/CO defined in 
a subsystem data management tool and vice versa

X

REQ-2 Notify sub CR/CO owners from master CR/CO once 
sub CR/COs have been created

X

REQ-3 Link master and/or sub-CRs/COs with impacted  
configuration elements versions (including system 
models, mechanical models, drawing s, documents, 
CIs, parts, etc.)

X

REQ-4 Notify/report on master CR/CO implementation  
decision

X

REQ-5 Trigger linked master/sub-CR/CO status update  
reciprocally 

X

REQ-6 Define and send master/sub-CR/COs effectivity  
rank/date to ERP/MES/customer service tool(s) to  
ensure physical product configuration traceability and 
consistency

X

REQ-7 Define and visualize dependencies between system 
and sub-system/supplier delivered elements in  
product/processes definition to support change  
impact analysis

X X X

REQ-8 Suggest potentially impacted elements of master  
CR/sub-CR change reciprocally based on (identified 
and non-identified) dependencies

X X

REQ-9 Access to impacted elements linked to a master/
sub-CR/CO from linked sub/master CR/CO (both 
directions)

X X

REQ-10 Visualize linked sub-CR/CO statuses from master  
CR/CO X

REQ-11 Identify which changes are applicable/have been  
implemented for a given physical product (identified 
by rank or date) or baseline

X X

REQ-12 Enable queries through several levels of link between 
objects X X X

Table 1 Interoperability requirements

4.5 Traceability concept – a key enabler

A trace or traceability link is a bi-directional link between two objects that are dependent on each other, e.g. requirements, 
tasks, change objects, product/process definition, verification reports, etc. (see Figure 11).

Typical traces consist of links between a requirement and other requirements, product/process definition items and/
or verification and validation data, making it possible to identify which of these items are impacted by a change in the 
requirement (forward traceability) and vice-versa (backward traceability).
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Figure 11 Traceability concept overview

As described in the previous section, the master CR/COs are broken down into separate sub-CR/COs within the  
respective disciplines (see Figure 12), where they are further analyzed. Result from sub-CR/COs are linked back to the 
master CR/COs.

This traceability is a key enabler for analyzing the impact of changes and the root cause of issues as well as  
verifying and validating coverage evaluation. Trace links are managed across disciplines and tools and/or can include  
intelligent features, e.g. to automatically identify the potential impact of changes on linked objects and trigger  
corresponding notifications.

Figure 12 Trace link examples
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5 Logical data model 

The generic logical data model provides the basis for collaboration and traceability by  
clearly defining links between product and change data across disciplines

5.1 Change objects

The following change objects must be defined within the data model in order to support the ECM process described 
in the previous section:
 •  Master CR: Change object formalizing a change requested at a given level (e.g. system level) and consolidating 

impact analysis and implementation decision information. Master CRs can be linked to one or more sub- 
change request objects that are used to trigger and consolidate impact analysis data at lower levels (e.g. sub- 
systems, suppliers).

 •  Sub-CR: Change object formalizing a change requested at a lower level (e.g. sub-systems, suppliers). Sub-CRs 
are can be linked to one or more master CRs managed at a higher level (e.g. system, system of systems, customer)

 •  Master CO: Change object used to coordinate and follow up on the implementation of a master CR at a given 
level. Master COs can be linked to one or several sub-change order objects, which are used to trigger and follow 
up on implementation at lower levels (e.g. sub-systems, suppliers). In the data model, the master CO object could 
be the same as the master CR but identified by different stages (although this would not permit multiple master 
CR to master CO links, it could make the overall process easier to handle).

 •  Sub-CO: Change object used to coordinate and follow up on the implementation of a master CO at a lower  
level (e.g. sub-systems, suppliers). Sub-COs can be linked to one or more master COs managed at a higher level  
(e.g. system, system of systems, customer)

The relationship between these objects is shown in Figure 13.

Figure 13 Overview of change objects and relationships

5.2 Data link types

Two main types of data links have to be defined within the data model in order to support the traceability concept 
described in the previous section:
 •  Product data links are to used enable navigation through the system, requirements, and product definition from 

the top of the BoM to discipline-specific components, especially to support the impact analysis (see Figure 14,  
left side).

 •  Change data links create, visualize and update the sub-CR/CO from the master CR/CO and vice-versa, in  
order to trigger the necessary analysis, decision and implementation actions across impacted departments (see  
Figure 14, right side).
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Figure 14 Overview of data link types

The resulting network of product data and change data links is shown in Figure 14. This makes possible separate  
concurrent evaluation and processing of the sub-CR/COs across all the disciplines involved.

5.3 Overall logical data model

In order to ensure end-to-end traceability and make it possible to analyze the impact of changes and the root cause of 
issues, the system functions, elements and parts data have to be linked with each other and with the requirements and 
test data, as shown below. During the work performed by the CDLC working group, it became clear that the logical 
structure (see Figure 15) is an enabler for cross-discipline work. It serves as a facilitator for linking the different systems 
(see purple and red links in Figure 16). The challenge however is managing these links.

Figure 15 Overview of the cross-discipline logical data model3

Figure 16 shows a detailed view of logical data model. Links between the central system elements and the associated 
requirements are marked in purple and red. To enable cross-discipline collaboration, at least the artifacts that are affec-
ted by other disciplines must be represented in the CDLC layer (see Figure 3). The representation can be implemented 
using a data linking concept or synchronization. Some of the data may also be defined and stored in the CDLC layer 
(e.g. links between disciplines’ artifacts).

3 Based on: Michael Pfenning 2017, Durchgängiges Engineering durch die 
Integration von PLM und MBSE, Lehrstuhl für Virtuelle Produktentwicklung, 

Technische Universität Kaiserslautern, ISBN 9783959740609
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Figure 16 Detailed view of logical data model

More detailed views of the logical data model, including links within and across disciplines, are available in the appendix.
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6 Federated architecture and linked data concept 

Federated architectures enable live visualization and modification of data stored in  
different databases and thus provides the advantages of classical monolithic and centralized  

architectures without the drawbacks 

Three architecture concepts are widely used in the context of cross-discipline collaboration. Their structure as well as 
advantages and drawbacks are briefly described below.

(1) The centralized PLM architectures can be seen as the first level of maturity when it comes to supporting cross- 
discipline collaboration. In a centralized PLM architecture, released data is usually consolidated in the form of  
documents/drawings and attached to a high-level product structure/ BoM in the central PLM repository (see Figure 17). 
The transfer of data from a single discipline (at discipline level) to the central PLM repository (at system level) is usually 
performed manually but can also be performed via an interface with a manual trigger or scheduled batch. This makes 
it possible to partially consolidate the system/product data baselines – usually at milestones – but does not provide 
the ability to analyze and navigate through product data at a detailed level (detailed data is stored in the respective 
discipline databases) and in real time.

Figure 17 Centralized PLM architecture

(2) Monolithic PLM architectures aim to manage the data of several or all disciplines in a single tool (see Figure 18). 
They were considered a best practice in the 1990s and 2000s as they enable data continuity and traceability and their 
structure appears to be simpler. In most case, however, they represent a step back and lead to over customization  
and maintenance/upgrade constraints. The reason for this is that different disciplines have specific data  
management needs (e.g. integration with CAD tools) and scalability/performance/stability challenges due to the fact that  
monolithic PLM platforms struggle to handle very large amounts of data from users across multiple disciplines.  
These architectures are also very rigid and do not make it easy to replace architecture components with new and more 
performant solutions.



Figure 18 Monolithic PLM architecture

(3) A federated PLM architecture means that existing, discipline-specific data models are used. These data models 
are linked to the main PLM architecture data model using meta-model integration (see Figure 19). Such architectures 
are mainly based on a data linking concept in which data that is spread over several repositories can be linked. The 
highest possible level of autonomy is given to the different cooperating components. In return, they are expected to 
adhere to common models by using defined interfaces.

Figure 19 Federated PLM architecture
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Federated architectures have become a strong trend in recent years as they make it possible to navigate, analyze and 
modify the system/product-related data in real time, while at the same time managing this data in discipline/sub-system 
specific data management tools. They thus provide the advantages of both centralized and monolithic architectures 
without the respective drawbacks. CDLC demonstrators have been used to demonstrate the feasibility of this type  
of architecture.

Below is an overall evaluation of the different architecture models based on the CDLC working group members’  
experience with the following criteria:
 •  Alignment of functionality with business needs: data management functionalities, usability with regard to the 

different disciplines’ users and level of integration with the various disciplines’ design tools

 •  Data quality/consistency: ability of the architecture to maintain data consistency across multiple repositories at 
cross-discipline level and the level of each discipline

 •  Risk in terms of performance/stability/infrastructure complexity: risk of long/unacceptable response times 
and risk of the data management platforms being unavailable due to technical issues. This can be impacted by a 
large number of users and/or data and/or over-customization of these platform(s).

 •  Platforms’ TCO: total cost of licenses, license maintenance, infrastructure and infrastructure maintenance of data 
management platforms. It is impacted by the number of platforms in use, the number of platforms to be used by 
each user and the license/subscription costs of each platform. 

 •  Integration effort: level of effort/costs needed to ensure data continuity and consistency by implementing  
interfaces or data links between repositories (including links to design tools).

 •  Vendor management: level of effort needed to manage platform software vendors (negotiation, contract  
management, license management, impact on vendor roadmap and common developments)

 •  Flexibility of landscape: degree of ease with which one or several of the platforms in the landscape can be 
replaced by others that may be more in line with user needs and/or cost effective

 ID CENTRALIZED PLM 
ARCHITECTURE

MONOLITHIC PLM 
ARCHITECTURE

FEDERATED PLM 
ARCHITECTURE

Alignment of functionality with business needs

Data quality/consistency

Risk in terms of performance/ stability/infrastructure 
complexity

Platform TCO (licenses, maintenance, HW)

Integration effort

Vendor management

Flexibility  of landscape 

Table 2 Rating of architecture concepts
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7 Supporting technologies and standards 

Technologies such as REST, OData, OSLC and SOAP have proven to provide efficient support  
for the federated architecture concept by making it possible to link data  

across multiple repositories 

The CDLC demonstrators have proven that the following technologies provide efficient support for the federated  
architecture concept by making it possible to link data as well as navigate and make modifications across multiple 
databases.

REST

The REST (Representational State Transfer) technology is software architectural style that defines a set of constraints 
to be used for creating Web services. Web services that conform to the REST architectural style, called RESTful Web  
services, provide interoperability between computer systems on the Internet. RESTful Web services allow the  
requesting systems to access and manipulate textual representations of Web resources by using a uniform and  
predefined set of stateless operations. Other kinds of Web services, such as SOAP Web services, expose their own 
arbitrary sets of operations. (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Representational_state_transfer)

OData

Related to these the OData (Open Data Protocol) is an ISO/IEC approved, OASIS standard that defines a set of best 
practices for building and consuming RESTful APIs. OData helps focus on business logic while building RESTful APIs 
without having to worry about the various approaches to define request and response headers, status codes, HTTP 
methods, URL conventions, media types, payload formats, query options, etc. OData also provides guidance for tra-
cking changes, defining functions/actions for reusable procedures, and sending asynchronous/batch requests. OData 
RESTful APIs are easy to consume. The OData metadata, a machine-readable description of the data model of the APIs, 
enables the creation of powerful generic client proxies and tools. (https://www.odata.org)

OSLC

The acronym OSLC stands for Open Services for Lifecycle Collaboration (OSLC), which is an open community, to  
define a set of specifications that enable integration of software development. It is a uniform infrastructure for interfaces  
between different systems to evolve, such areas as Application Lifecycle Management (ALM), Product lifecycle 
Management (PLM), IT Operations and more. The intention of OSLC is to make life easier for tool users and tool  
vendors, to support collaboration, enable traceability, reporting and automation, with the concept to link artifacts over 
the engineering lifecycle. Artifacts (e.g. requirements, test cases, …) are presented as OSLC resources. Each resource 
can be manipulated using HTTP methods and can be retrieved and displayed as an RDF representation. RDF/XML is the 
most common representation, other formats like JSON or HTML are also used. It is a neutral interface with advantages 
of flexibility, expandability, openness and free availability. (https://open-services.net/resources/oslc-primer/)

SOAP

The SOAP-Interface, originally “Simple Object Access Protocol” is an international standard of the World Wide Web 
Consortium (W3C). As a Web service-based Interface, SOAP is typically used with HTTP(s), but other protocols are also 
possible. The SOAP Standard describes in detail how a SOAP message is structured. Information in a client-server  
communication or from one system to another is usually transmitted via XML. In order to use SOAP web services, a 
detailed description is necessary. This is often implemented using Web Service Description Language (WSDL).

Proprietary Interfaces

Out-of-the-box Interfaces should be considered because they have established capabilities and do not demand a high 
level of technical expertise. They are essentially ready to go, as they are proven and used by a large customer base. 
They come with the backing of the software company’s quality assurance and support teams.
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Direct Relational Databases Access

Although this is not a recommended approach to access external data, it may be the only option to integrate data from 
legacy systems that do not have the capability to support any of the other technologies and standards mentioned. The 
major downside of direct database access is that the application of data access control (permissions) is not possible, 
since the business logic and its supporting security policy is usually enforced in the application layer. In other words, 
this is where access control decisions are made.

Standard formats and languages

The described methods can be implemented using different technologies, standard formats and languages. The 
formats listed in Table 3 have been used in the CDLC context and have proven to help facilitate data exchange across 
disciplines, especially in a federated architecture context.

 ID DOMAIN FORMAT REFERENCE L

General DATA EXCHANGE

 JSON www.json.org

 XML www.w3.org

Requirements

 ReqIF www.omg.org

Mechanics Data

 STEP ISO DIN EN 10303

 3D PDF (PRC) ISO 14739

JT www.prostep.org

Electronics Data

 IDF www.simplifiedsolutionsinc.com

 IDX www.prostep.org

Table 3 Proven formats for facilitating data exchange across disciplines

Not all formats recommended by the Standardization Strategy Board (SSB4) have been included in the scope of this 
project. A full list of can be found at the SSB.

4 Standardization Strategy Board:  
https://www.prostep.org/en/projects/standardization-strategy-board-ssb/
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8 Demonstrators 

Cross-discipline, real-time navigation and update throughout requirements, system and product data  
is possible, as proven by the CDLC demonstrators 

The feasibility and benefit of cross-discipline linked data management is validated using three demonstrators from 
Aras, PTC and CONTACT Software. An overview of the solutions integrated in at least one of the demonstrator is shown 
in Figure 20.

Figure 20 Overview the CDLC demonstrators’ architecture

8.1 Aras demonstrator

Implementation of the Aras demonstrator involves three instances of Aras Innovator:
 1. The CDLC platform, which acts as the integration hub for CDLC data and processes.

 2.  ALM and SW data management, which acts as a sub-system for software engineering. This could also be any other 
ALM tool that supports REST or any of the other integration technologies.

 3.  ECAD/MCAD data management, which acts as the sub-system for hardware engineering. The sample data from 
the Mars Rover kit was initially loaded to this system using a standard integration to SolidWorks as the CAD tool. 
This could also be any PDM tool on the market (including Aras product engineering) that supports REST or any of 
the other integration technologies.

The reason for using three different Aras installations was to prove integration across system and technology boundaries 
and validate the approach involving a federated data architecture. 

Synchronization of each environment is done using the standard interface technologies REST (Representational State 
Transfer) and SOAP/AML (Simple Object Access Protocol) with AML acting as a query language. The implemented 
federated architecture is depicted in Figure 21.
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Figure 21 Aras demonstrator architecture

In addition, an integration to JIRA is used to pull “issues” into the CDLC platform using a REST integration.

An integration to the authoring tool Cameo Modeler is used together with a plug-in (connector) for integration in the 
Aras CDLC platform (proprietary API).

And, with a lower priority, a direct integration to database tables via OLE is used to simulate data that would come 
from ERP systems. Standard integrations to different ERP systems are also available. Integration of ERP systems was not 
included in the scope to reduce complexity when running the demonstrators.

The main task when it comes to building a demonstrator using this architecture is building the CDLC platform and a 
federation layer to connect to external systems. In this case, Aras Innovator also acts as the integration platform. 

With the Aras Innovator platform technology, this is done by building a specialized application using Aras’ modeling 
engine. It enables standard services, i.e. for workflows, federating data definitions, etc., and components from other 
standard Aras applications i.e. items affected by changes, parts data types, to be re-used or extended.

Figure 22 Building the CDLC platform using Aras Innovator
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To connect to n external systems, low-level federation platform services are used to implement a set of generic CDLC 
federation services and CDLC special-purpose federation services. 

As data records from external systems must be registered in the CDLC platform (referred to as “proxy” items) in order 
to ensure cross-discipline visibility and traceability, the data attributes to be synchronized for each data object and the 
data attributes to be read on demand (federated) have to be defined. These definitions can vary according to object 
type and external system. A federation layer, including this mapping schema, was built on the CDLC platform.

Figure 23 CDLC federation layer in Aras Innovator

The cross-discipline product structure itself is driven by systems engineering.

Figure 24 Transfer of updated requirements and system definitions from Cameo Modeler
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Updated requirements and system definitions from Cameo Modeler are transferred to the Aras CDLC platform.

Links to physical parts must be established on each level of the logical structure to make up the full cross-discipline 
product structure (as designed). These can be visualized as graphs or trees on the CDLC platform.

Figure 25 RFLP Overview of visual representation

Figure 26 Cross-disciplines product tree
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Figure 27 Cross-discipline product graph

Parts and other information synchronized from external systems can be searched for and navigated in the  
CDLC platform. Roles and team-based access controls can be applied, but this was not included in the scope  
of the demonstrator.

Figure 28 Finding synchronized data

Every data item synchronized to the CDLC platform can launch a query to fetch additional data from the external system on demand 

(federated attributes). Bills of materials are also synchronized from the external systems. New versions of items can be detected and 

can be updated as they are generated.



A cross-discipline change process can be started on the synchronized and linked data. The change request and change order stages 

are combined in a single workflow on the Master Change change object. Affected items are added to the master change manually 

or using the Impact Analysis functionality.

Figure 29 Master change workflow (for CR and CO stages)

The Impact Analysis feature uses graphical navigation to visualize connected data starting from individual affected items that are 

already listed. Once new affected items have been identified, these can be added to a pending Master Change.

Figure 30 Graphical impact analysis

At some point in the CR stage, once change impacts have been approved, sub-CRs are created and distributed to the various external 

systems that own the individual affected items.
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8 DEMONSTRATORS
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Affected items are synchronized throughout the change process. This allows status changes to become sub-change requests on 

the master change request. This means that as additional impact analysis is performed on each external system, the changes to the 

affected items lists are synchronized with the CDLC platform.

Figure 31 Master change (workflow) with affected items

Findings from building the Aras Demonstrator:

 •  Proxy item represents data in external systems. Data synchronized to proxy items can differ depending on the capability of the 

external system.

 • Proxy relationships represent links between items as they are defined by external systems.

 • Proxy item must stay in synch with versions in external systems. Alerts can be used if the external systems are out of synch.

 •  Special- purpose federation services for data exchange (mostly pull) involving specialized data elements like thumbnails or 

viewable (neutral format) files may be required.

 •  Triggers to push and read data were implemented in the demonstrator as manual actions. These should be triggered in the 

workflow or by a scheduler. Some actions may remain manual, i.e. pulling a new version to the platform on demand.

8.2 PTC demonstrator

The PTC demonstrator setup comprises multiple enterprise systems (Figure 32):
 1.  Windchill as the cross-discipline PLM platform, which manages multi-discipline BoM structures, documents,  

mechanical and electric/electronic CAD data and software builds.

 2.   Integrity as the requirements management and validation platform for managing specifications, requirements, 
verification information and software configuration information.

 3.  Bugzilla as the platform for bug tracking and as the testing tool for demonstrating ability to connect to other 
third-party systems and manage software issues.
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Figure 32 PTC demonstrator architecture

Windchill also includes an integration to an ERP system, e.g. SAP, in order to release engineering data to manufacturing.

The demonstrator was setup in such a way that master change requests were created in Windchill and then are linked to Integrity 

and Bugzilla issues (see Figure 33).

Figure 33 Linking master change request to Integrity and Bugzilla issues

Windchill was also use to manage the mechanical Mars Rover data, which was loaded using the standard integration to Creo  

parametric. The CAD structure was automatically linked to the bill of materials (BoM).

Requirements previously created in Integrity can be linked to the components in the product structure view. Each link also includes 

status information like “Satisfy” or “Suspect”.
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Figure 34 Integrity requirements display in Windchill

Figure 35 Integrity requirements tree

The resulting requirements from Integrity (Figure 34) can be defined in Windchill and analyzed by linking to the requirements tree  

in Integrity. Management of the master change request and notice in Windchill is automatically mapped and synchronized according to 

Integrity as an issue, which means that closure of the master change notice in Windchill also updates the status of the Integrity issue.

8.3 Contact Software demonstrator

The IT architecture of the CONTACT demonstrator gives due consideration to existing IT infrastructures in which scalable PDM/PLM 

systems are available and extended by means of collaborative and federated functions. The demonstrator also illustrates how a soft 

transition to federated IT architectures is possible. To do this, the demonstrator integrates the software development domain in the 

overall collaborative processes using a federated and linked data approach. The resulting semi-federative IT Infrastructure incorporates 

specialized functions provided by discipline-specific IT systems within the domain and avoids creating information silos. 

The CONTACT Elements technology acts as a collaboration layer and as a data management tool for certain domains. While the 

data and process management for mechanics, electrics and electronics is typically done within the CONTACT Elements platform, the 

data and processes for software development are not managed within the platform. Instead, these data and processes are created 

and managed in specialized ALM tools. The flexible integration of this domain while avoiding redundant data storage requires a 

federated IT systems approach.
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The IT infrastructure is shown in Figure 36. The CONTACT Elements platform provides cross-discipline functionality, such as task/

issue management, workflows and cross-discipline engineering change management. At the same time, the Elements platform also 

provides the applications for requirements management (CIM Database RQM). CIM Database PLM integrates the hardware and  

electronic domains on a team-by-team basis. The interface to SAP ERP extends the demonstrator to include change control through to 

logistics, production and purchasing. Within the demonstrator, the linked data and federated IT architecture approach is characterized 

by the integration of software development and the collaboration layer. Information is linked via REST interfaces between CONTACT 

Elements, Jira and Bitbucket. Process information regarding change tasks and issues is created in the collaboration (CDLC) layer 

and transferred to Jira for further processing. The CDLC layer also manages the cross-discipline parts list. The actual source code is 

managed exclusively in the ALM system Bitbucket and integrated as linked Software-as-a-Part in the cross-discipline system model 

at the collaboration level.

 
Figure 36 Infrastructure of the CONTACT demonstrator

Managing external objects within a federated IT architecture makes it necessary to extend existing internally managed  

information entities, such as components, requirements and tasks, in the collaboration layer with information from external sources 

or to create generic information entities. Entities that can be extended using external content are generally referred to as “surrogate 

entities”. Adding external information to these objects linked in the collaboration layer does not mean that the information is stored  

redundantly. However, it may make sense to store at least part of the metadata in the collaboration layer, or manage it there, in order 

to guarantee reliable process logic with a high level of performance. A use case involving the management of software assets within 

an cross-discipline bill of materials shows that internal entities like parts often need not only a link to the externally managed content 

but also certain metadata for further process planning and execution on the level of an cross-discipline collaboration layer. A distinction 

is made between three different types of data:

 •  Data that is maintained in only one layer.

 •  Data that is kept and managed redundantly in both layers.

 •  Data that is maintained in one system and is only temporarily and dynamically displayed in the other system.

Irrespective of this, the information entities managed in the collaboration layer must be linked to the externally managed entities.  

An entity connection configuration integrated in the collaboration layer makes this possible (as shown in Figure 37).
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Figure 37 Linked data management

Three basic functions are implemented in the entity connection layer:

 •  An external systems management facility manages external IT systems and the required access information and essentials.

 •  External system objects manage the information entities available in the external system. This allows the external information to 

be addressed.

 •  The attribute mapping maps the information of an external entity to the information in the collaboration layer. It also specifies 

the extent to which the information is linked persistently or temporarily.

The initial situation within the reference process of an ECM assumes that a cross-discipline system model is managed in the  

collaboration layer. External and internally managed information objects from different domains are linked to each other in this model 

as shown in Figure 38. The partial models, their artifacts and documents of the system model can be managed by both CONTACT 

Elements and third-party systems. Semantic links between the partial models of the system model ensure cross-discipline traceability.

Figure 38 Cross-discipline system model in the collaboration layer

Partial models can be visualized in their domain-typical representation. For example, Figure 39 shows the representation of a  

specification in a web-based specification editor. Requirements can be supplemented by information, such as diagrams, from system 

architecture design.
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Figure 39 Specification editor in CIM Database PLM

Figure 40 shows a different discipline-specific presentation: the cross-discipline bill of materials in which artifacts of the different 

domains are integrated. For example, a Software-as-a-Part (SaaP) is managed while all the content (the source code) remains in the 

ALM system Bitbucket and is linked using a linked data approach. On the right side in Figure 40, you can see the managed link 

information for the source code of the SaaP. 

Figure 40  Excerpt from the cross-discipline parts list (left) and a synchronization mask of a Software-as-a-Part whose external content 

is managed in Bitbucket (right)

The EC process starts with the creation of a change request. This can be done via a web interface directly in the collaboration layer 

by any person who has been granted the necessary rights. An engineering change project is instantiated using a specialized project 

template related to the change request and includes, for example, the required EC phases, their generic tasks and milestones and 

the required process roles.
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Figure 41 ECM project template with predefined ECM phases and tasks

The affected item analysis can be supported by the graphical visualization of the system model directly in the collaboration layer. It 

is possible to place the affected information artifacts directly in the change folder (as shown in Figure 41). The engineering change 

folder records the necessary change artifacts and their change status (as shown in Figure 42).

Figure 42 Graphically supported affected item analysis

Figure 43 Change folder in the collaboration layer
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Dedicated process tasks can be transferred to the domain at collaboration level via an agile task board (Figure 44) in the change 

project context. The processing status within the domain is continuously monitored. This means that the progress of changes can  

be effectively monitored at collaboration level. New tasks, e.g. for checking or adapting the source code, can be created in the  

collaboration layer and forwarded to the corresponding tool, in this case Jira, of the domain (Figure 45).

Figure 44 Agile task management

Figure 45 Synchronization of tasks between collaboration (CONTACT Elements) and domain layer (Jira)

After editing the source code, the software code is committed and merged into a release branch in Bitbucket. This triggers an update 

and versioning of the SaaP in the collaboration layer. The changes are recorded directly in the change folder in the collaboration layer. 



Figure 46 Software-as-a-Part in CONTACT Elements and the corresponding commit in Bitbucket

It turned out that extending existing information objects in the collaboration layer with content from externally managed objects is 

a valid way of supporting federated IT architectures. Logics and functions for the creation, search, update and deletion of objects 

between IT systems are needed to ensure process consistency. Metadata can be kept persistently or temporarily in the IT systems 

involved. The correct approach must be determined for the entities on a case-by-case basis. Synchronization and retrieval times for 

linked/attached objects must be defined and depend on the entity and use case. In principle, an update on demand is recommended 

and needed for temporary managed information. In order to optimize performance with regard to the retrieval times of large amounts 

of data, information can still be stored redundantly and updated at defined synchronization times.  

9 Summary and recommendations 

Cross-discipline collaboration using a linked data approach is technically possible but challenges still 
exist in practice. 

The greatest advantage of systems with a federated architecture is the ability to exchange data between the individual 
subsystems. Managing this exchange is, however, the biggest challenge.

9.1 Summary

This white paper, published by the prostep ivip Association, provides guidelines for cross-discipline collaboration and recommendations 

for the implementation of consistent cross-discipline collaboration processes and of the data linking concept in federated architectures.

The demonstrators developed in the working group have illustrated the technical feasibility of data links across disciplines and tool 

boundaries. They also provide evidence that cross-discipline, real-time navigation and data update in the product development 

process are possible. In addition to proprietary provider interfaces, REST, OData and OSLC technologies proved to be key levers for 

linking data and enabling navigation.

In addition to technical feasibility, key factors such as cultural change and organizational transformation, license and access rights 

management, as well as computing power, may play an important role in implementing collaborative frameworks and federated 

architectures. These aspects should be taken into consideration early on to ensure success when implementing such frameworks and 

types of architecture.
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9 SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

9.2 Meeting specified requirements

The demonstrators to prove the feasibility of the data linking and federated architecture concepts for the most part met the cross-dis-

cipline collaboration requirements defined in section 4.4. 

Data linking 

(REQ1-6)

In the vendors’ demonstrators, objects are linked together across repositories using mainly REST and SOAP technologies. For example, 

it makes possible the CRUD logic needed to create change objects, update their maturity status and trigger notifications from one 

repository to another.

Monitoring
(REQ7-9, 11, 12)

Impacted SW/HW requirements, functional, logical and physical elements and their linked change objects can be visualized on the 

basis of a given change object at any time using data links between changes and product/system elements. These links, which can 

be implemented using REST and SOAP technologies or proprietary vendor connectors, allow the product structure/system model, 

and thus the change impact or analysis of the root cause of quality issues, to be navigated.

The suggestion regarding potentially impacted elements that require semantics and/or IA capabilities has not been demonstrated 

and will be included in the ICF working group’s work schedule (see Next steps).

Queries involving multiple levels of linked objects have also not yet been tested extensively.

Visualization
(REQ7, 9, 10, 12)

Visualization of links between change objects and SW/HW requirements, functional, logical and physical elements has been  

demonstrated.

Traceability
(REQ7, 8, 11, 12)

Dependencies and trace links between requirements, functional, logical and physical elements relative to hardware and software 

have also been demonstrated using REST and SOAP technologies and proprietary vendor connectors. These enable the product 

structure, and thus change impact analyses following a requirement or design change or analyses of the root cause of quality issues, 

to be navigated.

9.3 Recommendations

The CDLC working group’s findings relating to cross-discipline collaboration can be grouped into three subject areas: implementation 

approach, architecture and the data linking concept. These are described in more detail below.

Implementation approach:
Rapid prototyping and agile approaches are particularly well suited for implementing the data linking concept. They make it possible 

to confirm feasibility and value and they take account of user feedback early on and during implementation. However, license costs, 

access rights and performance-related topics need to be addressed properly if such federated architectures are to be industrialized.

 •  Define collaborative process and methods (see ECM best practices in the respective section)

 •  Define use case(s) and target capabilities

 •  Define key roles for cross-discipline collaboration (and map them to your organization)
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 •  Define data model (including the data to be linked) and map it to the solutions architecture

 •  Identify all sub-systems that are to be part of cross-discipline architecture; categorize them as “must have”, “should have”  

or “optional”

 •  Evaluate integration depth for each sub-system

 •  Identify and specify data links to be created

 •  Select supporting standards and technologies

 •  Validate business case for each data link and confirm technologies if relevant

 •  Define technical architecture

 •  Plan and perform implementation

System engineers play a key role in cross-discipline collaboration. They perform analyses, especially change impact analyses, and 

endorse technical decisions.

Architecture:
Even if a fully federated architecture (all systems linked to all systems) is the ultimate target, the CDLC demonstrators have not proven 

its feasibility, and business cases should be assessed with regard to data links.

Federation using a PLM backbone or a neutral layer that provides a single data access point is a feasible federated architecture  

configuration, as proven by the CDLC demonstrators. The architecture however has to be scalable and flexible enough to connect to 

n systems. This PLM backbone or neutral layer must complement, not replace, TDM systems. In other words, versioning, branching/

merging, etc. must remain at TDM level.

A visualization layer, including query mechanisms that enable flexible data visualization, analyses and task automation, could be added 

to the PLM backbone. It could also provide additional embedded applications that are not part of a TDM or other sub-systems based 

on the aggregated cross-discipline data to further optimize cross-discipline collaboration.

 

Data linking:
It is important to carefully define the proxy artifacts for each sub-system and artifact type. It is therefore recommended that

 •  as little data as possible is replicated (including version #) from the source to the linked system, while at the same time allowing 

artifacts to be displayed and linked

 •  flexibility is maintained across systems (option of having different/simplified lifecycle statuses in different tools)

It is also recommended that links to versioned artifacts and non-versioned artifacts (last existing version) be carefully defined, especially 

if version management is performed in the PLM backbone.

It is not always recommended that the data linking concept be used. Exceptions, for which synchronization instead of data linking  

is recommended, are:

 • If the location of the master changes and/or data ownership is transferred in the process (e.g. PDM to ERP).

 •  Desktop applications with limited number of users and a limited need for collaboration (no TDM) and for which data is stored 

locally (e.g. system modeling).

 • Large amounts of data (e.g. large BoMs). Since data is retrieved in real time, this may lead to unacceptable response times.

 • Released data that needs to be stored persistently, e.g. for reporting.

 • Querying large amounts of artifact data using only linking approaches can have a negative impact on performance.
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10 Next steps 

Having successfully delivered process and technical guidelines for cross-discipline collaboration, with focus on an Enterprise Change 

Management use case, the CDLC community now sees an opportunity to extend the framework to include MBSE and the full product 

development process.

The ability to integrate systems engineering and technical discipline data and models to ensure consistency and enable cross-discipline 

system simulation and optimization is today a key challenge in industry. The CDLC team therefore proposes launching a new project 

in early 2020 under the name Integrated Collaboration Framework (ICF).

The goal is to create a blueprint for a cross-discipline MBSE support framework that enables collaborative system development along 

the V-model based on linked data principles.

This blueprint will be delivered in 2022 and will include methods, capabilities, data models and technologies for a flexible federated tool 

landscape along the V-model. It will be validated by demonstrators based on cross-discipline industrial use cases involving real-life data.

Figure 47 Overview of the Integrated Collaboration Framework (ICF)

The Mars Rover use case will be used as the basis for demonstrating how a product moves through the entire product development 

process (PDP). Easy access to the data and contact to other prostep ivip groups (SSB5, SmartSE6, DDP7,MBV8, SysML WF9) for the 

purpose of exchanging knowledge and for collaboration is key advantage of using this use case.

A central product model will be developed and will include all the relevant data regarding the Mars Rover and relationships at finely 

grained data/parameter level. In combination with collaboration and expert tools, it will provide the framework for the development 

project, with support provided by methods, common standards, selected technologies and defined capabilities.

5Standardized Strategy Board (https://www.prostep.org/en/projects/standardization-strategy-board-ssb/)

  6Smart Systems Engineering (https://www.prostep.org/en/projects/smart-systems-engineering/) 

 7Digital Data Package (https://www.prostep.org/en/projects/digital-data-package-ddp/)

  8Model Based Verification (https://www.prostep.org/en/projects/model-based-verification-mbv/)

 9SysML Workflow Forum (https://www.prostep.org/en/projects/sysml-workflow-forum-sysml-wf/)
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Appendix

Abbreviations

Abbreviation Meaning

API Application Programming Interface [10]

CR Change Request [34]

DMU Digital Mock-Up [4] [35]

CAE Computer-Aided Engineering [34]

CDLC Cross-Discipline Lifecycle Collaboration

E/E Electrics/Electronics

FEM Finite Element Methods

GUI Graphical User Interface [26]

HW Hardware

INCOSE International Council of Systems Engineering

ISO International Organization for Standardization

MBSE Model-Based Systems Engineering

OEM Original Equipment Manufacturer [34]

OSLC Open Service for Lifecycle Collaboration [47]

PLM Product Lifecycle Management

RDF Resource Description Format [47]

ReqIF Requirements Interchange Format [35] [39]

SW Software

SW/ E/E Software/Electric/Electronic

SYSML Systems Modeling Language [7] [10]

UC Use Case [15]

UML Unified Modeling Language [7]

XML Extensible Markup Language [38]

Definitions
 
Definition Meaning

AP233 AP233 is designed as a neutral information model for the exchange of data 
between tools for systems engineering, product management, computer- 
aided development and computer-aided software engineering. It is part of 
ISO 10303(STEP). [11] AP233 is formally ISO 10303-233 and an exchange  
format. AP233 has common data with SysML since they share many concepts. [5]

Architecture The fundamental organization of a system embodied in its components, their 
static and dynamic relation to each other and to the environment, and the 
principles guiding its design and evolution. [12]

Artifact An artifact represents the results of a process. For instance, requirement  
analysis, models, review results, or a glossary. An artifact may be structured 
hierarchically. [35]
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Definition Meaning

Attribute Attributes can be properties or statuses of objects or relationships in  
programming languages (for example Java C++) or metadata of data. [13]

Change initiator Initiates a change request based on need/opportunity indicated by a team 
member, supplier, customer or partner.

Component Any self-contained part or combination of parts, subassemblies or units, which 
performs a distinctive function necessary for the operation of the system. [21]

Constraint A condition dictated by factors external to the study and which must be  
stated explicitly or may be implicit in the overall environment in which the  
mission is developed or operated. [21]

Data linking Technique used to create relationships between artifacts inside and across 
data repositories, and thus enable visualization, creation and modification 
from one tool to another. It is performed by referencing a HTTP URI from one 
resource to another and providing useful information about the source (e.g. 
RDF, SPARQL). [49]

Data model Data models support data and computer systems by providing the definition 
and format of data. If this is done consistently across systems, then  
compatibility of data can be achieved. [25] [30]

Data synchronization Replication of data for one or a set of artifacts, from one resource to another. 
It can be triggered on demand or through automatically triggered batches. 
The location of the source and target is indifferent (local or in the cloud). [50]

Design The process of defining the architecture, components, interfaces, and other 
characteristics of a system or component. [20] [21]

ECM manager (ECM role) ECM managers ensure that the change is raised at the appropriate level and 
assigns an ECM coordinator.
They oversee the ECM application within a given scope (e.g. project or set of 
projects), prepare and communicate review board decisions, and manage the 
change portfolio. ECM managers also update ECM KPIs and share them so 
that decisions can be made.

ECM process owner (ECM role) ECM process owners define, update and coach teams. They manage  
implementation of the ECM process throughout the whole company and  
with partners. 

Enterprise Change Management Enterprise change management (ECM) is an overarching process supported  
by tools, enabling coordination and collaboration across the different  
organizational units (e.g. system/sub-systems, disciplines and supplier(s)  
and customer(s)), and interfaces with their specialized change management 
processes.
It aims at providing transparency and enabling coordination, to ensure that  
all considered changes potentially impacting the product, services and rela-
ted processes are created, evaluated (technical, costs, schedule impacts), and 
potentially approved and implemented by all potentially concerned technical 
and non-technical departments.
Enterprise changes can be triggered by internal, customer or supplier re-
quests and be based on problem reports or improvement ideas
The ECM process is a drum beaten by an ECM manager, regular review 
boards, and ECM coordinators in charge of each individual change
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Federated architecture Type of solution and technical architecture mainly based on the data linking 
concept and where master data can be spread over several repositories. It  
allows interoperability and information sharing between semi-autonomous 
lines of disciplines, information technology systems and applications. It is  
classically opposed to monolithic architectures where master data is mainly 
centralized into one repository.

Function A function describes the way the product works or performs a specific task.

Functional design A set of products detailing what a system shall accomplish, including  
functional requirements, logistics support concepts, interface documentation 
form and format, analyses, and conducting a system requirement review. [5]

Functional mock-up Functional mock-ups are partly functioning mock-ups that show how the  
finished product functions.

Function/functional Model A function model is a structured representation of the functions within a  
modeled system.

Functional requirements Functional requirements - a description of the facility or feature required. 
Functional requirements deal with what the system should do or provide  
for users. They include a description of the required functions, outlines of  
associated reports or online queries, and details of data to be held in the  
system. [31]

Hypermedia API Hypermedia APIs are the most powerful type of REST APIs. Hypermedia REST 
APIs allow developers to build Web services that decouple client and server, 
which means they can evolve independently. The payload returned for REST 
resources contain not only embedded data, but also links to related resources.

Information model An information model helps to describe data models with formal logic, based 
on specific use cases and the underlying discipline in a user-oriented display 
format. [27]

Interface Enables the communication between two functional units, defined by functio-
nal and other characteristics, as appropriate. [5]

ISO 10303 ISO 10303 for "Product Data Representation and Exchange", also called STEP 
"Standard for the Exchange of Product Model Data". [11]

Logical element Represent elements in a specific domain that are independent of the physical 
aspects of the software or hardware

Mock-up In general: a structural model built to scale chiefly for study, testing, or  
display [8]
In engineering: a working full-scale model of a machine, apparatus, etc.,  
for testing, research, etc. [4]

Model A model is a graphical, mathematical (symbolic), physical, or verbal represen-
tation or simplified version of a concept, phenomenon, relation, structure,  
system, or an aspect of the real world. The objectives of a model include:
1) facilitate understanding by eliminating unnecessary components, 
2) aid in decision-making by simulating 'what if' scenarios,
3) explain, control and predict events based on past observations. Since  
most objects and phenomenon are very complicated (have numerous parts) 
and are much too complex (parts have dense interconnections) to be  
comprehended in their entirety, a model contains only those features that  
are of primary importance to the model maker's purpose. [2] [32]
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Definition Meaning

Non-functional requirements A description and, where possible, target values of associated non-functional 
requirements. Non-functional requirements detail constraints, targets or 
control mechanisms for the new system. They describe how, how well or to 
what standard a function should be provided. For example, levels of required 
service such as response times; security and access requirements; technical 
constraints; required interfacing with users' and other systems; and project 
constraints such as implementation on the organization’s hardware/software 
platform. Non-functional requirements may cover the system as a whole or 
relate to specific functional requirements. [31]

OData (Open Data Protocol) ISO/IEC approved, OASIS standard that defines a set of best practices for 
building and consuming RESTful APIs. OData helps focus on business logic 
while building RESTful APIs without having to worry about the various  
approaches to define request and response headers, status codes, HTTP  
methods, URL conventions, media types, payload formats, query options, etc. 
OData also provides guidance for tracking changes, defining functions/actions 
for reusable procedures, and sending asynchronous/batch requests. [46]

OSLC OSLC [47] is a concept to link artifacts of the engineering lifecycle to achieve:
• Collaboration
• Traceability
• Reporting
• Automation

PLM Product Lifecycle Management. PLM is the business activity of managing,  
in the most effective way, a company's products all the way through their  
lifecycles; from the very first idea for a product all the way through until it  
is retired and disposed of.

Process What is known as the systems engineering process is basically an iterative  
process of technical management, acquisition and supply, system design,  
product realization, and technical evaluation at each level of the system,  
beginning at the top (the system level) and propagating those processes  
through a series of steps which eventually lead to a preferred system solution. 
At each successive level there are supporting, lower-level design iterations 
which are necessary to gain confidence in the decisions taken. [22]

Product variants Product variants are variants of objects similar to each other in form and/or 
function with a high number of identical groups or parts. [16]

Quality Quality is the standard of something measured against other things of a  
similar kind; the degree of excellence of something. [9]

Real-time Real-time describes the computing of a system where the data is always  
available, and the results are computed in time. The data is produced either  
in a variable time span or at a specified point in time. [17]

Requirement Characteristics that identify the accomplishment levels needed to achieve  
specific objectives for a given set of conditions. [1] [21] [23] Requirements  
can be 'must have', 'can have' and 'nice to have'.
(A) A condition or capability needed by a user to solve a problem or achieve 
an objective. 
(B) A condition or capability that must be met or possessed by a system or 
system component to satisfy a contract, standard, specification, or other  
formally imposed document. 
(C) A documented representation of a condition or capability as in definition 
(A) or (B). [20]
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Review board (ECM role) The ECM Review Board is a cross-discipline committee in charge of deciding 
on the implementation and execution of change requests, giving careful  
consideration to positive and negative impacts (technical, costs, revenue, 
schedule, strategy). It comprises representatives from all the departments 
involved in the program, including technical disciplines, procurement, testing, 
production, QA, customer service, etc.

Resource Description Format Resource Description Format (RDF) is a W3C standard for machine-readable 
data on the Web. RDF is the equivalent standard for structured data in the  
same way HTML is the standard for unstructured information. RDF uses URLs 
to identify data and types of relationships between data. Therefore, RDF was 
the logical choice for OSLC. [47]

Representational state transfer 
(REST)

Software architectural style that defines a set of constraints to be used for 
creating Web services. Web services that conform to the REST architectural 
style, called RESTful Web services, provide interoperability between computer 
systems on the Internet. RESTful Web services allow the requesting systems to 
access and manipulate textual representations of Web resources by using  
a uniform and predefined set of stateless operations. [45]

Semantics Semantics typically deals with the relations between signifiers (words, phrases, 
symbols) and what they stand for. In the context of IT, semantics indicates the 
correct relationships between the expressions used. For example, in  
programming languages the correct decoding of statements, loops or queries.

Specification A description of the essential technical requirements for items, materials, and 
services that includes the verification criteria for determining whether these 
requirements are met. [21]

Stakeholder Stakeholder refers to a project participant, an organization, an interest group 
or an interested party which is actively participating in a project. In the field of 
systems engineering, a stakeholder may also refer to a system or component 
which is to interact with the new system. [18]

STEP See ISO 10303

Supplier The organization that is responsible for providing the customer with the  
system elements, procedures and data required to provide and sustain the  
capability that satisfies the operational requirement within funding and  
schedule constraints established by the customer. [14] [21]

SysML SysML is a general-purpose modeling language for systems engineering  
applications. It supports the specification, analysis, design, verification and 
validation of a broad range of systems and systems-of-systems. These systems 
may include hardware, software, information, processes, personnel, and  
facilities. [7]

System A system is an assembly of several components which are related with each 
other. Systems consist of a system boundary, input and output, subsystems 
and system elements, a process structure, a process logic, state transitions 
and state variables. [15]
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Systems engineering Systems engineering is a cross-discipline approach and means to enable  
the realization of successful systems. It focuses on defining customer needs 
and required functionality early in the development cycle, documenting  
requirements, then proceeding with design synthesis and system validation 
while considering the complete problem:
- Operations
- Performance
- Test
- Manufacturing
- Cost and schedule
- Training and support
- Disposal
Systems engineering integrates all the disciplines and specialty groups into 
a team effort forming a structured development process that proceeds from 
concept to production to operation. Systems engineering considers both the 
business and technical needs of all customers with the goal of providing a 
quality product that meets the user's needs. [21]

System engineer (ECM Role) System engineers are responsible for the technical architecture of the  
product and play a key role in the change process by:
Serving as technical experts when it comes to identifying and analyzing  
potential changes.
Providing a cross-discipline point of view during the review by the review 
board and endorsing technical decisions

System architecture System, product or service architectures depict the summation of a  
system's entities and capability levels of abstraction that support all phases  
of deployment, operations, and support. [6] [35]

System model A system model is a mathematical or logical representation of a system of 
entities, phenomena, or processes. Basically, a model is a simplified abstract 
view of the complex reality. [36] It can be used to compute its expected  
behavior under specified conditions. [29]

Test case A specific executable test that examines all aspects including inputs and  
outputs of a system and then provides a detailed description of the steps that 
should be taken, the results that should be achieved, and other elements that 
should be identified. Steps explained in a test case include all details even if 
they are assumed to be common knowledge. Test cases are used as a  
technical explanation and reference guide for systems. [3] There are different 
types of tests: syntax tests or quality tests. [28]

Tracing Tracing is a technique used to understand how a system works in order to find 
problems or to monitor it. [12] [24] [33]

Use case A use case describes an application scenario from the user's point of view. 
Test cases are then usually derived from a use case. There are specially  
adapted use cases for each interaction scenario. [15] 
Nine different use cases have been defined for interaction scenario 4.  
These describe special use cases for the interaction scenario.
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Variant The term "variant" refers to objects having a similar form and/or function and 
usually having a high number of identical groups or parts. [16] 
A variant of a technical system is a different technical system which has the 
same purpose, but which differs with respect to it in at least one relation or 
element. An element differs from another element in at least one property. 

Version In software engineering, a version is a specific point in the development of a 
product. A new version shows the further development or new changes of the 
product.

CDLC datamodel – Detailed Diagrams
 

 
Figure 48 Superordinate use cases in CDLC
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Figure 49 Artifacts with cross-disciplinary linkage

Figure 50 Illustration of the correlations of the change artifacts on the different levels.
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Figure 51 Enterprise artifacts and their relations
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Figure 52 Hardware artifacts in the context of change
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Figure 53 Software artifacts in the context of change
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Figure 54 Systems Engineering artifacts in the context of change
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